NAVAL REPAIRS
& MAINTENANCE

~ Hydraulics
~ Mechanical Work
~ Electrical Work
~ Steel Work
~ Load Tests
~ Inspections
~ Spare Parts

HEAD OFFICE
Enceinte Portuaire - Porte 4
Local MACOR - CS 30024
13344 MARSEILLE Cedex 15
FRANCE

macor@macor.fr
www.macor.fr
T. +33 (0)4 91 11 63 50
F. +33 (0)4 91 11 69 53
LINKEDIN
company/macor-france
MACOR is the present day successor to an important worldwide leader in the manufacture of access equipment, Deutche MacGregor GmbH, formed over 50 years ago. MACOR specialises in ship repairs and maintenance and has considerably extended its experience and activities, offering an extensive and quality service to its customers.

MACOR, renowned for the reliability, mobility and availability of its fully qualified staff, plays a major role in the naval industry.

- **34 YEARS EXPERIENCE**
- **+700 SHIPS ALREADY REPAIRED**
- **2,000m² OF INFRASTRUCTURE**

ACCESS EQUIPMENT | DECK EQUIPMENT | PROPULSION EQUIPMENT | LIFTING EQUIPMENT

**24/7 EUROPEAN AREA**